This paper introduces an algorithm, LEM3, for incremental learning of production rules from examples. Based on the concept of rough sets introduced by Pawlak, LEM3 is capable of learning rules from consistent as well as inconsistent examples. In LEM3, rules are generated by using the rule-generating procedure implemented in a nonincremental learning program LE&i2. Consequently, the mles learned by LEM3 do not use redundant attribute-value pairs.
Introduction
Many programs have been designed to learn concepts or rules from examples. When both examples and their correct answers are given as inputs to a learning program, it is called supervised learning from examples, and when correct answers are not given, it is called unsupervised learning from examples [7] . The set of examples for learning is called a training set, and elements in a training set are called training examples.
Depending on how the training examples are used for learning, two modes of learning can be distinguished. One is called incremental learning; in this mode, a learning program works on one example at a time. Some incremental learning programs are AQ 15 [9] , ID4 [17] , and IDSR [20] . The other is called nonincremental learning; in this mode, a program works on a mass of training examples at once. Examples of non-incremental learning programs include ID3 [14, 151, INDUCE [8] , INFER [23] , PRISM [3] , and LEM2 [5] .
In this paper, we introduce an incremental algorithm, called LEM3, for inducing production rules from examples. The learning algorithm can be characterized by the following assumptions:
1. The application domains are tasks involving classification. 2. Objects of an application domain are described by a given finite set of attributes each having a finite set of values, and objects are classified into a finite number of disjoint classes. 3 . It is incremental supervised learning. 4 . Learned knowledge is expressed in the form of conjunctive production rules, while learned rules represent minimal discriminant description of the target concept. An incremental learning system addresses the problem of how to modify or create rules to describe all the examples that the system has seen thus far, when given a training example. In addition, a system must consider how many previous training examples are to be stored for later learning and how to store these examples. It was suggested that learning with "full memory", i.e., using all previous examples for later learning, is necessary to learn disjunctive rules [2] . Learning with full memory is used in LEM3. It has also been adopted in programs AQ15, ID4 and IDSR.
In contrast to the strategy used by AQ15, where inconsistency is resolved by providing options to users, the proposed method is based on the rough set theory introduced by Pawlak [lo, 12, 131 . The rule learning strategy used in LEM3 overlaps with that in a previous nonincremental learning program LEM2 in generating minimal rules. Consequently, the rules learned by LEM3 do not use redundant attribute-value pairs.
One major feature of LEM3 is the incorporation of a global data structure for storing information on attribute-value pairs such as: consistency of attribute-value pairs, instances denoted by attribute-value pairs and their counts, and attributevalue pairs relevant to each concept. The global data structure is updated incrementally on an example by example basis. It supports the incremental updating of lower and upper approximations of a concept, which is essential information for generating rules in the rough set approach. Since counts are kept in the global data structure, entropy measures can be computed, if desirable. In LEM3, the counts are used for computing conditional probabilities denoting the "goodness" measure of attribute-value pairs.
The main contributions of this paper are the introduction of an algorithm for incremental updating of lower and upper approximations of a concept, and a data structure that can be used to implement learning algorithms based on different approaches.
The organization of the paper is as follows. Following the introduction in Section * 1, related theoretical basis is reviewed in Section 2. The LEM3 algorithm is presented in Section 3. In Section 4, we discuss time and space complexities of the algorithm. Section 5 contains some experimental results. Future works are outlined in Section 6, and final concluding remarks are given in Section 7.
Theoretical Basis
In this section we review some concepts in the rough set approach to learning rules from examples. An example is used to show how these concepts can be applied to induce rules from consistent as well as inconsistent examples.
Rough sets
The concept of rough sets was first introduced by Pawlak [IO, 11, 12, 131 . The fundamental concept of the rough set theory is the notion of approximation space, which is an ordered pair A = (U,R), where U is a nonempty set, called the universe and R is an equivalence relation on U, called an indiscernibility relation. For each subset X in U, X is characterized by a pair of sets, the lower and upper approximation of X in A, where the lower approximation of X in A is defined as:
the upper approximation of X in A is defined as:
in which [& denotes the equivalence class of R containing x. A subset X of U is definable in A iff (if and only if) &Y=m. A rough set in A is the family of all subsets of U having the same lower and upper approximations in A.
In the rough set approach to learning rules from examples, instance spaces [19] and training sets are represented by decision tables, which are similar to entityattribute data base except that entities do not need to be distinguished in decision tables.
In Table 1 , the example used in [14] is represented as a decision table. From the table, the universe U is the set {e1,e2,. . ., es} of objects. Each object in the universe is characterized by the attributes Height, Hair and Eyes and each object is assigned a value from the attribute Class. For convenience, attributes used in the left-hand side of production rules are called condition attributes, and those used in the right-hand side are called decision attributes. In our example, attributes Height, Hair and Eyes are condition attributes, and attribute Class is the only decision attribute. The domain of attribute Height is {Short, Tall}; the domain of attribute Hair is {Blond, Dark, Red}; the domain of attribute Eyes is {Blue, Brown}; and the domain of attribute Class is { 1,2}. The concept "Class = 1" is the subset X1 = {e 1, e2, e4, es, e7}, and the concept "Class = 2" is the subset X2 = {e3, es}.
If we define equality relations on the universe U on the basis of single attributes, then we have the following partitions on U induced by those equivalence relations on U. Weight)* = {{el, e5, e8), @2, e3, e4, e6, e7)), {Hair)* = {{el, e3, e7, es>, @2, e4, ed, {e6)), {Eyes)* = {{el, e2, e7), -@3, e4, es, e6, ed), and {C1ass)* = {@b e2? e4, e5, e7h @3, e6, e8)).
The above partitions will also be called classifications of U generated by single attribute sets.
The lower approximations of the classXl by each condition attribute are: {Height}Xr = 0 {Hair} Xl = {e2, e4, es}, and U35G XI = {el, e2, e7).
The upper approximations of the class X1 by each condition attribute are {Height) xl = @l, e2, e3, e4, e5, e6, e7, e8) = u, @+X1 = @I, e2, e3, e4, e5, e7, es), and {Eyes}Xt={e e e e e e e e}=U. 
Lkfinability of sets
Given a decision table S, the concepts to be learned are subsets of the universe U in S. One question is how do we know that a concept X can be described by condition attributes in S. This can be answered by using the concept of definable sets. Let P be a nonempty subset of the set of condition attributes in S, then a subset X of U is said to be P-definable in S iff PX= FX, and X is P-undefinable in S iff PX# FX. Another way to characterize the definability of X is to say that X is P-definable in S iff pX=X iff PX=X.
Example. Consider the decision table shown in Table 1 . Let P be the set {Height, Hair} of attributes, then the classification of U generated by P is P* = {Height, Hair}* = {Height}* . {Hair}* = {@b et& @3, e7), ied, Ie2, e4), @6)).
The lower approximation of Xi by P is EXI = @2, e4, es), and the upper approximation of X1 by P is XI = {el, e2, e3, e4, es, e7, ed.
Therefore, the concept X1 is P-undefinable in S because EX, f PXi. Let R = {Height, Hair, Eyes}, then R* = {{elh @2L -?3h @4h @5h ie6h @7h ie8)b and MI = {ebe2,e4,e5,e7) = XI = ml.
Thus, the concept X1 is R-definable in S.
Learning rules from examples
The concepts of lower and upper approximations and definability of sets have been used in the programs LEM2 and ILS [22] for learning production rules from examples. To learn rules from inconsistent examples, we need other concepts. We say that a decision table is inconsistent if it contains inconsistent examples. Two examples are inconsistent if they have the same values in all the condition attributes, but they have different decision values. When a concept X contains inconsistent examples in a decision table S, it means that X is not definable by the set of all condition attributes in S. In LEM2, the concepts of substitutional partitions and substitutional decision attributes [4] are used to deal with inconsistent examples. The basic idea is to replace an inconsistent concept by its lower and upper approximations generated by the set of all condition attributes, and two sets of rules are induced from the lower and upper approximations separately. Rules learned from the lower approximation of X are called certain rules, and rules learned from the upper approximation of X are called possible rules [6] .
The learning algorithm LEM2 is shown in the following. Input to LEM2 is a decision table S with C as the set of condition attributes and D as a singleton set of decision attribute. Output of LEM2 is minimal production rules induced for each class X in S. LEM2 is a non-incremental learning program, as all training examples must be entered before the learning can start. Procedure LEM2; Input: A decision table S. Output: A set of minimal production rules for each class X in S. Table 2 shows a new decision table, obtained from Table 1 by adding one new example e9. Note that examples e2 and e9 have the same values for all condition attributes Height, Hair and Eyes, yet different values for the decision attribute Class. Thus, e2 and e9 represent inconsistent examples.
From Table 2 , the concept "Class = 1" is the set Xi = {e1,e2,e4,e5,e7}, and the concept "Class= 2" is the set X2= {e3,e6,e8,e9}.
The set C of condition attributes is {Height, Hair, Eyes}, and the set D of decision attributes is {Class}. The classification of U generated by C is c* = @l>? ie7}, ie2, ie9h {e8h je3h ie5h fe4h {e6))e
The lower and upper approximations of X1 by C are CXI = {el, e4, e5, e7) and ~XI = {el, e2, e4, e5, e7, eg}.
The lower and upper approximations of X1 by C are cx2 = @3, e6, e8) and cx2 = {e2, e3, e6, e& eg}.
Since CXi #cXi and cXz#a2, classes Xi and X2 are not C-definable in S. Therefore, certain and possible rules are induced for each class.
To learn certain rules for the class Xi, the FIND-RULES procedure is applied to the set CX, = {e i, e4, e5, e7}. The procedure generates minimal sets of attribute-value pairs to form the following certain rules for class Xi: Since the set CXi = {e1,e2,e4,e5,e7,e9} is C-definable in S, the same procedure for generating certain rules is applied to generate possible rules for class Xi In this section we present the algorithm LEM3 for incremental learning of production rules from examples. In LEM3, rules are generated by using rulegenerating procedure of LEM2; therefore, it is also capable of learning minimal certain and possibles rules from examples. The global data structure and operations on the structure will be our focus of discussions.
One feature that differentiates LEM3 from LEM2 is the use of a global data structure to capture what have been learned from previous examples. LEM3 is an algorithm that learns with full memory, which is implemented by the global data structure. The task of learning from a new example is a two-step process in LEM3. It first updates the global data structure and lower and upper approximations of a concept in the face of a new example, then it calls rule-generating procedures to generate new rules. This updating and generating cycle is the learning strategy used in LEM3.
In the following subsections, we introduce the global data structure used in LEM3, and then show how to use information stored in the data structure to update the lower and upper approximations of a concept on an example by example basis. Finally, we use an example to illustrate how LEM3 works.
Global data structure
In LEM3, the information required for inducing rules is maintained in a global data structure consisting of two tables called block table and relevant a-v pair table. The terms a-v pair and attribute-value pair will be used interchangeably in our discussions. The block table is used to store consistencies of a-v pairs and examples presented to the learning algorithm. An a-v pair is said to be consistent if it is associated with only one decision value, otherwise it is inconsistent. Since blocks are denoted by a-v pairs, they can be divided into consistent and inconsistent blocks depending on the consistency of corresponding a-v pairs. The relevant a-v pair table contains attribute-value pairs which are relevant to each class. An a-v pair is relevant to a class if it can describe at least one instance of the class, i.e., the intersection of the class and the block denoted by the a-v pair is nonempty. In the following, we discuss how the tables are implemented in LEM3. In LEM3, the goodness of an a-v pair t with respect to a class X is defined as the conditional probability of an instance e being in class X given that e is in the block denoted by t. To facilitate computing goodness of a-v pairs, an instance-count is kept for each decision value which appears in each block. The block 
Incremental updating of tables
The global data structure used in LEM3 is updated on an example by example basis. For each a-v pair in a new example, there are three steps in updating the tables. The first step is to check the consistency of an a-v pair. The second step is to insert the example into the block table and mark the block as consistent or inconsistent, based on the result of the first step. In the third step, the attribute-value pair is inserted into a proper a-v pair list of the relevant a-v pair table. There are three cases that may occur in this step. Case 1: if an a-v pair is brand new, i.e., a pair is presented to the system first time, then it is inserted into the low-list of the current decision value. Case 2: if an a-v pair is inconsistent and with new decision value, then it is inserted into the up-list of all relevant concepts. Case 3: if an a-v pair is changed from consistent to inconsistent, then it must be removed from the low-lists of all relevant concepts and inserted into their up-lists. The following is a procedure for updating the tables incrementally.
Procedure UPDATE- Table 2 . Initial contents of the block and relevant a-v pair tables are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 , where dots denote null pointers.
Input. Example el = {Height, Short),(Hair, Blond),(Eyes, Brown)} with Class = 1.
Update block table:
Each a-v pair in example e1 plus the decision value 1 are used as an index for inserting e1 into the block table. Each time an a-v pair of example e1 is processed, one copy of e1 is inserted into the table; therefore, three copies of e1 have been inserted into the table. The updated block table is shown in Fig. 3 , where example el is represented by integer one.
Update relevant a-v pair table:
Since all a-v pairs in example e1 are relevant and consistent with concept "Class= l", they are inserted into the low-list of concept "Class = 1". This is shown The a-v pairs (Height, Tall) and (Hair, Blond), become inconsistent, and they are inserted into the up-lists of "Class = 1" and "Class = 2" in the relevant a-v pair Table 2 . Fig. 9 , one way to compute the lower and upper approximations of each class is by using the technique introduced in [4] , which represents one of the nonincremental methods for computing lower and upper approximations. An incremental method for computing lower and upper approximations is introduced in the following subsection.
Incremental updating of lower and upper approximations
In LEM3, part of learning from a new example of class X is the updating of lower and upper approximations of X generated by the set of condition attributes.This updating process is supported by the information stored in the block table.
Each new example presented to LEM3 can be classified into three categories, namely, a brand new example, an old and consistent example, or an old and inconsistent example. Since a brand new example must be a consistent one, we can treat a new example as either consistent or inconsistent. To determine the consistency of a new example, we can work on the a-v pair in the example. There are two cases for an example being consistent. Case one, an example is consistent if there is one consistent a-v pair in the example. Case two, an example is consistent if all a-v Table 2 .
Initially, the class X1 and its lower and upper approximations, CX, and CXr, are empty. Similarly, class X2, cX2, and cXZ are empty.
Input. Example et = {(Height, Short),(Hair, Blond),(Eyes, Brown)} with Class = 1. Class X1 = {e i} and X2 is empty. Since all a-v pairs in e r are consistent, example e i is added to the lower approximation CX, of Xi. Thus, CXt = {er}.
Input. Example e2= {(Height,Tall),(Hair,Dark),(Eyes,Brown)} with Class= 1. Class X1 = {e r, e2} and X2 is empty. Since all a-v pairs are consistent, example e2 is added to CX,. Thus, CX, = {er,e2}.
Input. Example e3 = {(Height, Tall),(Hair, Blond),(Eyes, Blue)} with Class = 2. Class X1 = {e1,e2} and X2= {e3}. Since one pair (Eyes, Blue) is consistent, example e3 is added to cX2. Thus, CX, = {e1,e2} and CX, = {e3}.
After processing example es, we have Xr=gt= {e1,e2,e4,e5,e7} and X2= cX2= {e3,e6,es}. That is, class Xi and X2 are definable by C. Now, we show what happens when example e9 is entered.
Input. Example e9 = {(Height, Tall),(Hair, Dark),(Eyes, Brown)} with Class = 2. Class X1={e1,e2,e4,e5,e7} and X2={e3,e6,es,e9}. From Fig. 9 , we have all a-v pairs which are inconsistent in e9. Also from Fig. 9 , the block denoted by pair (Height, Tall) { is e2,e3,e4,e6,e7,e9}; by pair (Hair,Dark) is {e2,e4,e5,e9}, and by pair (Eyes, Brown) is {e1,e2,e7,eg}. The intersection of the above three blocks is the set Y= {e2,e9}. Since Y is not a subset of XZ, example e9 is a counterexample of the class XZ. Thus, we have cx2 = cx2 -y = @3,e6,e8,e9) -@2,e9) = {e3,e6, e8), cx2 = cx2 u Y = {e2, e3, e6, eg, eg}, CXt = CXi -Y = {et, e4, es, e7}, and 5x1 = ?X, u Y = {el,e2,e4, es,el,e9}.
n Once we have updated the lower and upper approximations of a concept, rules can be generated by the rule-generating procedure FIND-RULES used in LEM2. The following procedure summarizes the learning strategy used in LEM3. 
Space and Time Complexity of LEM3
In this section we discuss the space and time requirements of LEM3. Let S be a decision table with m condition attributes a i, , a,,,, and one decision attribute d. The domains of condition attributes are denoted by Vai, for i = 1, . . . , m, and the domain of decision attribute is denoted by V,. Let K denote the number of attribute-value pairs in S, i.e., K= IV,,1 + . . . . + IV,,l.
Space requirement
The space required for storing the block table is the sum of the space used for storing block consistency, instance counts, and the space used for storing examples. Consistency status can be represented by one bit. Inside each attribute-value pair an instance count is kept for each class; therefore, there are K*lV& instance counts, where IV& is the number of classes. Each example consists of rn attribute-value pairs, and a copy of the example is stored in each a-v pair. Let 12 be the total number of training examples, then there are m*n examples stored in the table. Since examples and instance counts are represented by integers, the total space required for the block table is the amount of space for storing (K*lV& +m*n) integers.
In the relevant a-v pair table, a low-list and an up-list are maintained for each class. Entries in the lists are records consisting of an attribute-value pair and a measure of goodness represented by two integers and one real number. Since an a-v pair can only appear in either the low-list or the up-list of a concept, in the worst case, the number of entries in the lists of a concept is the same as the total number of attribute-value pairs. The space required for each class is the space for storing 2*K of integers and K real numbers. Assuming that each real number takes the space for storing two integers, then, the space required for storing the list of a class is the space for storing 4*K of integers. There are IV,1 classes. Thus, the total space required for the table is the space for storing 4* 1 I',1 *K integers.
The space requirement of the LEM3 algorithm is dominated by storing the two tables; therefore, the total amount of space required for LEM3 is the space for storing (K*lVdl +m*n) + (4* IV,1 *K) integers, where m is the number of condition attributes, K is the number of attribute-value pairs, IV,/ is the number of concepts to be learned, and n is the number of examples. The dominating factor is the space for storing (m*n + K* I I',[) integers.
Worst case time complexity
There are three major operations for processing a new example, namely, updating tables, updating lower and upper approximations, and generating rules.
Updating the two tables is done for each a-v pair in an example. If an a-v pair is consistent, it takes one insert operation to update the relevant a-v pair table. For an inconsistent a-v pair, it takes one delete and one insert operation; however, this needs to be done only once for the first inconsistent occurrence of each a-v pair; therefore, the number of delete operation required is at most K times, where K= IV,,1 + . . . + IV,,l. Thus, to update the relevant a-v pair table, it takes n*m insertion and K deletion. Assuming that insertion and deletion take the same amount of time, then the total number of insertion required for updating the relevant a-v pair table is n*m + K insertions. To update the block table, one insertion is required for each a-v pair; therefore, the total number of insertion for updating the block table is n*m. The total operations required for updating the three tables is 3*m*n comparsions and (2*m*n +K) insertions, in which the dominating factor is 2*m*n insertions.
In the UPDATE-APPROXIMATION procedure, it takes one look-up operation on the block table to determine the consistency of an a-v pair. If all a-v pairs are inconsistent, it takes m look-up operations on the block table to retrieve all the blocks denoted by the a-v pairs, and m-l set intersections on the blocks are taken. It takes one subset operation to decide if a class X is C-definable. To update lower approximation, it takes one set difference operation, and to update upper approximation, it takes one set union operation. In the worst case, lower and upper approximations are updated for each example and for each class; therefore, the total number of operations required is n*[(m* look-up +(m-l)* intersection] + IZ* IV,1 * (subset + difference + union). Assuming that all set operations take the same amount of time, then the total number of operations required to update lower and upper approximations is m*n look-up + [n*(m + 3*lV,l-l)] set-operation; in which the dominating factor is m*n operations on sets.
The rule-generating procedure is applied to each class, and the same procedure is used to induce certain and possible rules. The FIND-RULES procedure is an iterative one. It works on a-v pairs that are relevant to a class X, in the worst case, all a-v pairs may be relevant to X. In each iteration, the procedure tries to find a rule that can describe as many members of X as possible. In the worst case, the number of iterations required is 1x1, i.e., each rule found can only describe one member of X. To find a rule, it takes one retrieve operation to obtain the best a-v pair, one retrieve operation to obtain the block B denoted by the best a-v pair, one intersection on sets X and B to get a new goal G, and then update the measure of goodness with respect to G for each relevant a-v pair except the best one. The dominating operation is the updating of the goodness measure of each a-v pair, which takes one set intersection and one division. Therefore, the major operations required to update rules for one class is [n*m + (n*m -1) + . . . + (n*m -IX]+ l)] intersections and divisions. In the worst case, 1x1 =rz, i.e., all classes have only possible rules, then, it takes n*m*(n*m + 1)/2 intersections and divisions to generate rules for one class, in which the dominating .factor is (n*m)'. Thus, the worst case time requirement for generating rules for all classes is lVdl*(n*m)2 intersections and divisions.
Some Experimental Results
To test the performance of LEM3, we have tried LEM3 on the six-bit multiplexor problem [16, 211 . It has been reported in [16] that this problem has caused difficulty for top-down induction algorithms. The rules induced by LEM3 using 64 uniformly distributed training examples are shown in Table 3 , where the entry " -" denotes "don't care" condition. It is easy to check that rules in Table 3 are correct classification rules for the six-bit multiplexor problem. Note that, in each class, two redundant rules are induced by LEM3, which describe the sufficient condition of being in the class.
Another experiment applied to LEM3 is the LED digit recognition problem described in [l] . The rule set induced by LEM3 from a noise-free training set of size 100 is shown in Table 4 . Comparing to the binary tree produced by the CART algorithm [l], rules produced by LEM3 are much more compact.
To see how well LEM3 can deal with noisy training set, experiment on the LED digit problem was performed. A training set of 200 examples with 10% random noise was used for training, the testing set consisting of 5000 independent examples. The average misclassifcation rate based on five runs is 26% using the test sample estimation. This result is the same as using Bayes rule on the problem as reported in [l] . In this experiment, we have used the possible rules generated by LEM3 plus the strategy that if more than one rule is applicable to a training set, the class with most 458 Chien-Chung Ghan Table 3 . Rule set for the six-bit multiplexor problem induced by LEM3 --
firing rules is assigned as the decision value, and the default rule is the majority rule. The average size of rule set induced by LEM3 is 49 rules, which is larger than the tree learned by the CART alogrithm.
Future Works
So far, we have applied LEM3 to only artificial domains; more experiments need to be done on real world problems. To this end, LEM3 needs to be able to handle examples with missing attribute values. Another future effort is to show how the global data structure can be used to support the design of learning algorithms based on other approaches. Two approaches are outlined in the following. 
One extension of the approximation space is the stochastic approximation space introduced by Wong and Ziarko [23] . A stochastic approximation space is a triple A = (U, R, P), where U is a universe, R is an equivalence relation on U, and P is a probability measure on subsets of U. In this approach, the lower and upper approximations of a subset X in U are defined by using the concept of probabilistic approximate classification with a level of certainty p(0.5 5 p< 1). The R-lower and R-upper p approximations of X in A are defined as:
&<= {x E U(P (X 1 [x] ) 2 p} and
RX={XEU~~>P(X~[~])~OS},
where P&Y&x]) is the conditional probability defined as P(XnP])lP ([x] ).
To implement algorithms based on stochastic approximation space, the consistency of an a-v pair needs to be checked with respect to a class X and p. That is, an a-v pair is consistent with a class X if the conditional probability P(X ][(a,v)]) > p, where [(a,v) ] is the block denoted by the a-v pair (a,v). The conditional probabilities can be computed from the instance-count stored in the block table, and the relevant a-v pair table can be updated accordingly. To update the lower and upper p approximations, the updating procedure can be modified to work on p instead of the subset relationship used in LEM3.
In many decision-tree learning programs [14, 15, 17, 201 , the entropy function [18] has been used for selecting attributes to construct a decision tree. Since an instance-count for each block is maintained in the block table, this measure can be computed from the table. The relevant a-v pair table and the block table contain information regarding attibute-value pairs, which can be used to derive information about condition attributes. In the future, we would like to see how the global data structure can be used for designing algorithms to learn decision trees from examples.
Concluding Remarks
This paper introduces an incremental algorithm LEM3 for learning production rules from consistent and inconsistent examples. For a class containing inconsistent examples, certain and possible rules are induced for the class. LEM3 is an algorithm that learns with full memory. The memory for storing information learned from previous examples is implemented as a global data structure consisting of a block table and a relevant attribute-value pair table. These tables contain all useful information regarding attribute-value pairs that can be used by learning procedures. In LEM3, the global data structure is separated from the induced rule structure. The learning strategy adopted by LEM3 is to learn the lower and upper approximations of each concept incrementally; then a set of new rules is generated from the new approximation sets. LEM3 is a bottom-up learning algorithm works on the attribute-value pair level. This is different from other incremental learning programs such as ID4 and IDSR, which are algorithms working on the attribute level. Current version of IDSR is not equipped to deal with noisy and multiple classes learning tasks. In the future, it would be nice to compare the top-down and bottom-up families of incremental algorithms. Finally, the separation of information learned from previous examples from rule-generating procedures can provide a more modular design of learning systems. This is demonstrated by the fact that the rule-generating procedure used in a previous program LEM2 is also used in LEM3.
